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ABSTRACT 
The following result is proved: Every finite n-connected graph G contains either a 
vertex of valency nor an edge  such that the graph arising from G by the deletion of e 
remains n-connected. 
The present note is concerned with undirected graphs G which do not 
contain loops or multiple edges. The number of vertices of G will be 
denoted by v(G). The valency va(a) of a vertex a of a graph G is defined 
as the number of edges in G incident with a. Two vertices are called 
adjacent if they are connected by an edge. 
Let T be a subgraph of a graph G. (We shall consider a set of vertices 
of G as a subgraph with an empty set of edges.) Then G -- T denotes 
the subgraph of G which consists of all vertices of G not in T and all 
edges of G not incident with (at least) one vertex of T. T separates G if 
G -- T has at least two components; and T separates two vertices a, b of G 
if a, b belong to different components of G-  T. G will be called 
n-connected (n an integer >~1) if v(G) >~ n + 1 and G cannot be separated 
by a subgraph of less than n vertices. We shall call an n-connected 
graph G edge-critical if there is no n-connected proper subgraph of G 
with the same set of vertices as G. (Thus the deletion of an arbitrary edge 
(without its end vertices) of an edge-critical n-connected graph results 
in a graph which is separated by a subgraph of ~ n -- 1 vertices.) Of 
course, every finite n-connected graph can be reduced to an edge-critical 
n-connected graph by deleting a finite number of appropriately chosen 
edges. 
A graph with the distinct vertices a 0 ..... an (n a non-negative integer) 
and the edges (ai, ag+a), i = 0 ..... n -- 1, is called a path, connecting a0 
and as. a0, an are called its end vertices, al ..... a,-i  its inner vertices. 
A path with the end vertices a, b is also referred to as an a, b-path. A family 
of  a, b-paths P1 ,..., Pk will be called disjoint if i ~ j implies that P i ,  Pj 
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have no inner vertices in common. I f  a is a vertex of a graph G, T is a 
subgraph of G with vertices tl ..... tk (all ~ a), and there is an a, t~-path 
p~ C G for every i ---- 1 ..... k, then we call the union of P1 ..... Pk an 
a, T-fan (of G) provided that i ~ j implies that Pi and Pj have only a in 
common. 
A well-known theorem due to Menger [4] asserts: The minimum number 
of vertices separating two non-adjacent vertices a, b in a graph G is equal 
to the maximum number of disjoint a, b-paths in G. From this statement 
one easily deduces Whitney's theorem [7]: A graph G is n-connected if  and 
only if  for every pair of  distinct vertices a, b of G there is a family of 
n disjoint a, b-paths in G. 
The purpose of this note is to prove the following: 
THEOREM. Every finite edge-critical n-connected graph contains a 
vertex of valency n. 
First we note two simple lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. A necessary and sufficient condition for an n-connected 
graph G to be edge-critical is that for every pair of adjacent vertices a, b ~ G 
there are not more than n disjoint a, b-paths in G. 
PROOV: Delete the edge (a, b) in G (without its end vertices); let the 
reduced graph be denoted by G'. 
(1) Suppose first that G' is n-connected. Then by Whitney's theorem 
there are at least n + 1 disjoint a, b-paths in G. 
(2) Suppose now that G' is separated by a subgraph T' of ~ n -- 1 
vertices, a, b must belong to different components of G' - -  T'; otherwise 
it follows that also G -- T' contains at least two components. By Menger's 
theorem a, b cannot be connected by more than n -- 1 disjoint a, b-paths 
in G'. By adding (a, b), the assertion on the maximum number of disjoint 
a, b-paths in G follows. 
LEMMA 2. Let G be an edge-critical n-connected graph with at least 
n + 2 vertices. Then G contains a separating subgraph of n vertices. 
PROOV: Let (a, b) be an arbitrary edge of G, and denote by G' the 
graph which arises from G by deleting this edge (without its end vertices). 
Then, by Lemma 1 and Menger's theorem, a, b are separated in G' by a 
subgraph T' of n -- I vertices. There exists a vertex e q~ T'  u {a, b} in G. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that a, c do not belong to the 
same component of G' --  T'. Then T = T 'w  {b} separates a, e in G, 
and v(T) = n. 
Now we proceed to the 
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PROOF OF THE THEOREM: Let G be an edge critical n-connected graph. 
We may assume that G is not the complete graph of  order n + 1 since 
this case is trivial. Now we choose a subgraph T of  G with v(T) = n 
and a vertex x of  G - -  T in such a way that the component  C(x) of  
G - -  T containing x has a min imum number  of  vertices. It follows from 
Lemma 2 that T separates G. Obviously it will be sufficient o show that 
C(x) must consist of  a single vertex only. 
Hence we make the assumption: v(C(x)) > 1. 
Without  loss of  generality we may assume that x is adjacent o a vertex y 
of  T. y is adjacent o a vertex z ~ C(x) different from x; for otherwise 
we set T* = (T - -  {y}) u {x}, and then, for a vertex x'  :/& x of C(x), 
the component  C*(x') of  G - -  T* containing x'  has less vertices than C(x). 
(For  then every x',  a-path, for a vertex a ~ C(x), which avoids T - -  {y} 
necessari ly meets y and therefore contains x; hence C*(x') C C(x) -- {x}.) 
Let now G' be the graph that arises f rom G by deleting the edge (x, y). 
By Lemma 1 and Menger's  theorem there must exist a subgraph T' of G' 
with v(T') = n ~ 1 which separates x, y in G'. We may assume va(y) > n 
since otherwise nothing more is to be proved; then there exists a vertex 
a :7~ x adjacent o y and not an element of T'. Now let T" = T' t_) {y} 
(v(T") = n), and let C"(a) be the component  of G-  T" containing a; 
of  course x ~ C"(a) since otherwise there is an x, a-path P C C"(a) which 
together with the edge (a, y) forms an x, y-path __C G' avoiding T'. 
CASE 1. Every vertex of  C"(a) belongs to T. 
Let a = tl ..... t~ (h ~< n - -  1) be the vertices of  C"(a). By Menger's 
theorem we deduce* the existence of  an x,T-fan F; let P1 ,..., Ph be the 
a, t l -paths of  F for i = 1 ..... h. No vertex ti of C"(a) is adjacent o x, 
for otherwise the edges (x, ti), (a, y) together with a t i ,  a-path __C C"(a) form 
an x, y -path  __C G' - -  T'. Hence for every i = 1 ..... h the vertex ui adjacent 
to ti on P~ is different f rom x, and the ui's are different f rom each other. 
Thus C(x) contains at least the h ~-1  vertices x, ua ,..., uh, whereas 
v(C"(a)) = h; this contradicts the minimal i ty of  v(C(x)). 
CASE 2. C"(a) contains a vertex b ~ C(x) u T. 
Since G is n-connected there exists a b, T-fan F in G, consisting of  
the b, t i-paths Pi (i = 1 ..... n) where tl = y, t2 .... , t~ denote the vertices 
of  T. Now let To be the set of all those t~ for which P, has at least one 
vertex in common with T', and let T* denote the subgraph 
(C(x) n r ' )  w r o w {y}; 
o f  course v(T*) <~ n. 
* See for instance [1], (2.1), (d). 
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T* separates x and b in G. For  otherwise there exists an x, b-path Q 
in G with Q n T* = ~. Since x, b are separated by T in G, it follows 
that Q (if we run on Q from x to b) has a first vertex t~ ( i />  2) in common 
with T; the subpath from x to h may be denoted by Q*. By definition 
of  T*, Q* u P~ must be an x, b-path which has no vertex in common 
with T'. Furthermore there exists an a, b-path R __C C' (a)  which, of  course, 
avoids T'. Q* w P~ u R u (a, y) then contains an x, y -path C G' which 
has no vertex in common with T'; this is a contradiction. 
T'  (and therefore also T*) has at least one vertex t '  in common with C(x). 
For  otherwise there exists an x, z-path pC C(x), P c~ T '= ~, and 
P u (z, y) is an x, y-path __C G' - -  T'. 
Now let C*(x) denote the component  of  G - -  T* which contains x, 
and let c be an arbitrary vertex of  C*(x), Q an x, c-path C C*(x). I f  
c (~ C(x), then x, c are separated in G by T, and therefore Q contains a 
vertex h ~ T. Then by means of the P~ determined above and Q we obtain 
an x, b-path __C G which avoids T*; this is impossible. Thus we conclude 
C*(x) C C(x) -- {t'}, which contradicts the minimality of  v(C(x)). 
CASE 3. C'(a) has a vertex c in common with C(x). 
I f  G' -- T' contains a vertex a' adjacent to y and q~ C(x) ~ T, we replace a
by a' and reobtain Case 2. We may therefore assume that every vertex 
adjacent o y belongs to C(x) u T u T'. 
(a) There exists a vertex b in G which is not an element of  C(x) u T u T'. 
By Menger's theorem we get n disjoint c, b-paths P1 ..... Pn in G; 
since T separates c, b we may adjust the notat ion in such a way that T 
has the vertices y = t l ,  t2 ,..., tn and P~ has just the vertex t~ in common 
with T (i = 1 ..... n). Because of v(T') < n there is a Pi  which avoids T', 
and it follows i ~> 2, since, by our assumption, one of the two vertices 
adjacent to y in P1 belongs to T'. Pi avoids T", and therefore we conclude 
b ~ C'(a), thus reobtaining Case 2. 
(b) Every vertex of  G not belonging to C(x) u T is an element of  T'. 
In G' there exist n -  1 disjoint x, c-paths Q1 ..... Qn-1.  Every Qi 
must have exactly one vertex t~ in common with T' (i = 1 ..... n -  1); 
otherwise there is a Q, with Q~ n T' = ~ and a c, a-path P C= C"(a) 
so that Qi u P u (a, y) contains an x, y -path __C G' avoiding T'. 
Wi thout  loss of  generality we may choose the numerat ion in such a 
r r t 
way that ta ..... t h are the vertices of G -- (C(x) w T). Since x, t~ and t~, c 
are separated by T in G (i = 1 ..... h), each Qi (i = 1 ..... h) must have 
at least two vertices in common with T. Hence it follows h <~ n/2, and 
there are not more than n - -  2h vertices of  T belonging to T'. We conclude 
that C(x) contains at least (n - -  1) - -  (n - -  2h) - -  h = h - -  1 vertices 
of T'. Because of  x, c ~ C(x), (s T' we obtain v(C(x)) >~ h + I, whereas 
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the component of G -- T to which t; belongs contains not more than 
h vertices. 
This contradiction completes the proof of the theorem since no further 
cases are possible. 
This theorem possibly is the first step to a general reduction theory 
for n-connected graphs similar to Tutte's theory of 3-connected graphs 
[5; 6, Chap. 10], a new and strengthened version of which will be deduced 
in [2] through the application of our theorem for n ~- 3. 
One could conjecture the following stronger assertion: If T with 
v(T)  ---- n is a separating subgraph of an edge-critical n-connected graph G, 
then in each component of G -- T there exists at least one vertex of 
valency n in G. This conjecture has been proved only for n ~< 4 (see [2, 3]). 
Further investigations on n-connected graphs, including some estimates 
of the number of vertices of valency n in an edge-critical n-connected 
graph, will be published in [2] and [3]. 
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